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George Green 
A Bicentennial Celebration 
Royal Society, 6 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1 5AG, United Kingdom, Friday, 16 July 1993 
The Royal Society, London, organized an international conference on the occasion of George 
Green's 200th birthday. The following seven lectures were delivered: 
D. M. CANNELL (Nottingham): George Green--The background to his life and work 
I. GRATTAN-GUINNESS (Bengeo): Surface integrals and divergence theorems--French mathematics 
and Green, 1824-1828 
FREEMAN DYSON (Princeton): How physics looked in the nineteen-forties 
DAVID SHERRINGTON (Oxford): Green's functions in solid state physics 
D. S. JONES (Dundee): Green's functions and electromagnetism 
JAMES LIGHTHILL (London): Aeroacoustical uses of Green's functions--To study noise emission from 
jets and other highly nonlinear flow systems 
K. KIRCHG,~SSNER (Stuttgart): A trace from George Green to bifurcation 
A memorial plaque, commemorating the life and work of George Green (1793-1841), was unveiled 
and dedicated at Westminster Abbey. 
XlXth International Congress of History of Science 
Zaragoza, Spain, August 22-29, 1993 
The scientific program at the recent International Congress in Zaragoza reflected the rich variety 
of ongoing research in the history of mathematics. Among 60 symposia, no fewer than 20 were devoted 
either to mathematical themes or to subjects in which mathematics received major attention. In 
addition, the Congress featured seven scientific sections that dealt with istory of mathematics and 
two plenary lectures which, fittingly, examined Arabic achievements in the mathematical sciences. 
Jan Hogendijk's lecture on "AI-Mu'taman ibn Hud, King of Saragossa nd Brilliant Mathematician" 
was actually delivered in the former home of al-Mu'taman, the Palacio de la Aljaferia. The other 
plenary lecture was presented by Roshdi Rashed, who spoke on "Le d6veloppement del'optique n 
pays arabes." 
The following lectures were delivered in the 20 symposia (numbered according to the Congress 
program) and seven scientific sections mentioned above: 
SYMPOSIA  
1. Some Aspects o f  Mathematics in the 20th Century 
Organizers: Pierre Dugac, Jean Mawhin, Jean-Paul Pier. 
ALDO BRIGAGLIA (Italy): On Some Aspects of Relations between Algebra and Algebraic Geometry 
in Italian Mathematics 
PIERRE DUGAC (France): Sur les outils de l'analyse de 1900 h 1950 
JEAN MAWHIN (Belgium): Boundary Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations: 1900-1950 
JEAN-PAUL PIER (Luxembourg): Th6ories de l'int6gration au XX e si~cle 
MICHAEL VON RENTELN (Germany): New Developments in Analysis around the Turn of the Century 
JEAN BERNARD PECOT (France): Equations diff6rentielles non sym6triques sur un intervalle fini avec 
conditions aux limites: Quelques jalons historiques et perspectives th6oriques. 
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2. Arts and Mathematical Sciences 
Organizers: Kirsti Andersen and Eberhard Knobloch. 
KIRSTI ANDERSEN (Denmark): A Brief Introduction to the Various Aspects of the History of Arts 
and Mathematical Sciences 
CLAM SILVIA ROERO (Italy): The Pair of Compasses with a Fixed Opening. A Challenge for 
Mathematicians and Painters in the Renaissance 
JEANNE PEIFFER (France): Albrecht D0rer, doctus pictor 
MARTIN KEMP (UK): Spirals of life: D'Arcy Thomson, and Theodore Cook, with Leonardo and Dfirer 
in Retrospect 
EBERI-IARD KNOBLOCH (Germany): Harmony and Cosmos: Mathematics Serving a Teleological 
Understanding of the World 
KLAUS MAINZER (Germany): Symmetry and Beauty in Arts and Mathematical Sciences 
PATRICE BAILHACHE (France): Deux math6maticiens musiciens: Euler et d'Alembert 
3. Between Mechanics and Architecture 
Organizers: Edoardo Benvenuto and Patricia Radelet de Grave. 
GIORCIO GtJLLINI (Italy): The Discoveries of Mechanics and Petrification in the Archaic Greek 
Architecture 
PIER D. NAPOLITANI (Italy): La gromrtrisation de la rralit6 physique au XVI e si~cle: modules de la 
throrie des proportions 
PATRICIA RADELET (Belgium): Le De curvatura fornicis de Jacob Bernoulli ou l'introduction des 
infiniment petits dans le calcul des vofites 
ROBERT HALLEUX AND A. C. BERNES (Belgium): Formules d'architectes dans les recueils techniques 
de l'Antiquit6 tardive et du Moyen-Age 
F~Nco LANER (Italy): La construcci6n de los nuraghi en Cerdefia (El nuraghe como m~iquina para 
si mismo) 
PAOLO FREGUGLIA (Italy): De la perspective b. la gromrtrie projective: Une analyse historique de 
quelques aspects et moments cruciaux 
PASQUALE VENTRICE (Italy): Mrcanique, architecture t culture des machines entre science et 
technique du 16 e si~cle au 17 e si~cle 
SALVATORE DIPASQUALE (Italy): La science de la construction avant Galil6e 
CRIST1ANA PESCIULLESI AND MARTA RAPALLINI (Italy): The Analogy with Equilibrium of Threads 
for the Investigation of Masonry Structures 
DIARMUID O'MATHUNA (Ireland): Jacques II Bernoulli et la plaque vibrante 
JOEL SAKAROVITCH (France): L'enseignement de la strrrotomie dans les Ecoles d'Ing6nieurs en 
France aux XVIII c et XIX e si~cles: Une application de la grom6trie appliqu6e ou technique de 
construction? 
MASSIMO CORRADI (Italy): De la statique des demi-fluides ~t la th6orie de la poussre des terres 
KARL-EUGEN KURRER (Germany): Comment la throrie d'61asticit6 s'est imposre au niveau de l'analyse 
de la mati~re supportante des vofltes dans les pays de langue allemande de 1860 ~. 1900 
ANTOINE PICON (France): De la mrcanique appliqure ~t la rrsistance des matrriaux: L'enseignement 
de Navier ~t l'Ecole des ponts et chaussres 
ANTONIO BECCHI (Italy): Les conditions de rrsistance des matrriaux entre resistentia solidorum et 
hydrostdr~odynamique 
FEDERICO FOCE (Italy): The Theory of Elasticity between Molecular and Continuum Approach in the 
XIXth Century 
ROSSANA TAZZIOLI (Italy): Construction Engineering and Natural Philosophy: The Work by Gabriel 
Lam6 
RENATO SPARACIO (Italy): Gothic Cathedrals: Structural Reliability or Formal Expression? A 
Computational Mechanics Approach to the Question 
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ANNE COSTE (France): Le calcul par la m6thode des eMments finis appliqu6/i la restauration, une 
exp6rience: La cath6drale de Beauvais 
ANGIOLA SASSI PERINO (Italy): Un monument du XIX e si6cle a Turin: Le Pont Mosca sur la Doire 
4. Logics and the Foundations of Mathematics (1885-1905) 
Organizers: Ivor Grattan-Guinness and Francisco Rodriguez-Consuegra 
NATHAN HOUSER (U.S.A.): Peirce's Logical Innovations 
VOLKER PECKHAUS (Germany): The Development of Ernst Schr6der's Attitude towards Logic 
IGNACIO JANE (Spain): Cantor and the Concept of Set 
FRANCISCO RODRIGUEz-CoNSUEGRA (Spain): The Role of Nominal Definitions in the Peano School 
ELENA ANNE MARCHISOTTO (U.S.A.): The Contributions of Mario Pieri to Mathematics, Philosophy, 
and Teaching 
ALFAANDRO GARCIADIEGO (Mexico): Early Attitudes to the So-Called Paradoxes 
MICHELE DI FRANCESCO (Italy): Russell: Logics and Ontology from Hegelianism to ThePrinciples 
of Mathematics 
MICHAEL TOEPELL (Germany): On the Origins of David Hilbert's Grundlagen der Geometrie (1899) 
IVOR GRATTAN-GUINNESS (U.K.): Review Lecture: Algebraic Logic # Mathematical Logic # 
Metamathematics 
5. The Impact of the Computer on the Sciences 
Organizers: William Aspray and Javier Echeverria. 
STEVE RUSS (U.K.): Programming Variables: From the Calculus to Visualization Systems 
JAV1ER ECHEVERRIA (Spain): The Impact of Computers on Mathematics 
FREDERIK NEBEKER (U.S.A.): The Role of Punched Card Machines in Climatology, Weather 
Forecasting and Meteorological Research 
ROBERT W. SEIOEL (U.S.A.): Supercomputers and Physical Research in the AEC Laboratories 
WILLIAM ASPRAY (U.S.A.): The Computer in Electrical Engineering: An Example Concerning Electric 
Power Engineering 
6. History of Model Theory 
Organizers: Hourya Sinaceur, Jerome H. Keisler, and Gabriel Sabbagh. 
Les origines. 
LEON HENKI¢ (U.S.A.): The Discovery of My Proofs of Completeness 
DANIEL LASCAR (France): The Part of Universal Algebra in Model Theory 
GABRIEL SABBAGH (France): Sur les groupes lin6aires d'apr6s les ~crits de Malcev 
Thdorie de la stabilit& 
LEO HARRINGTON (U.S.A.): Survey Paper Sur la th~orie de la stabilit~ 
BORIS ZILBER (C.I.S.): G~om6trie alg6brique t th6orie des mod61es 
ALEX WILKIE (U.K.): The Reals with and without he Exponential Function 
Applications et perspectives. 
J. KEISLER (U.S.A.): Model Theory and Analysis 
ANGUS J. MACINTYRE (U.K.) Model Theory and Number Theory 
MICHAEL MAKKAI (Canada): The Connections of Model Theory and Category Theory 
7. Mathematization f the Biological, Economic, and Social Sciences 
Organizers: Giorgio Israel and Claude Menard. 
GIORGIO ISRAEL (Italy): Le r61e du module mrcanique dans les drbuts de la modrlisation math~matique 
en biologie 
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CLAUDE MENARD (France): Penser par analogies. Les incertitudes de la mod61isation en 6conomie 
MICHEL ZOUBOULAKIS (Greece): Epistemological obstacles in the mathematization f economic 
theories. The case of the Ricardian tradition confronting the marginalist revolution 
PHILIPPE LE GALL (France): L'adoption des m6thodes probabilistes de l'6conom6trie: A-t-elle 6t6 
facilit6e par certaines discussions n~es de la physique quantique? 
MARGARET SCHABAS (U.K.): The Mathematization f Economic History 
BRUNA INGRAO (Italy): The Role Played by Mechanics Model in General Economics Equilibrium 
Theory 
ROBERT LEONARD (Canada): From yon Neumann to Nash: Economics, Game Theory and Social 
Process 
LucA DELL'AGLIO (Italy): The Beginnings of the Theory of Games in Borel and yon Neumann's 
Works 
LAURA NURZlA (Italy): Walras's Role in the Formation of the Community of Mathematical Economists 
LUCILLA CANNIZZARO (Italy): The Beginnings of the Mathematical Theory in Population Genetics 
ANA MILLAN GASCA (Spain): Mathematical Theories versus Biological Evidence: A Debate on the 
Empirical Verification of Mathematical Population Dynamics in the 1930's 
8. Algebra and Geometry around 1600 
Organizers: Enrico Giusti and Henk Bos. 
HENg BOS (The Netherlands): Introduction to the Symposium and Survey of the Theme 
Louis CHARBONNEAU (Canada): L'alg6bre de Vi~te: Les pr6occupations p6dagogiques des traducteurs 
et commentateurs f an~ais de Vi6te au milieu du XVII e si~.cle 
GIOVANNA CIFOLETTI (Italy): The Role of Geometry in Sixteenth-Century Algebra Textbooks 
PAOLO FREGUGLIA (Italy): Sur la th6orie des 6quations alg6briques entre le XVI e et le XVIV si6cle 
Ivo SCHNEIDER (Germany): The Reckoning Master and the Amateur-Faulhauber and Descartes on 
Arithmetic and Algebra 
9. The Theory of Parallels up to the End of the 20th Century 
Organizers: Alberto Dou, Boris A. Rosenfeld, and Jean-Claude Pont 
BORIS A. ROSENFELD (U.S.A.): First Proofs of Euclid's Fifth Postulate based on the Logical Error 
petitio principii and Free from This Error 
LUIGI MAIERU (Italy): Au sujet du Cinqui6me Postulat Euclidien: Du '500 au '700 il se refl6te sur la 
fa~on de faire de la g6om6trie. 
ALBERTO DOU (Spain): The Corolarium H to Proposition XXIII of Saccheri's Euclides 
JEAN-DArnEL VOELKE (Switzerland): Un mod61e oubli6 de la g6om6trie non euclidienne 
BoRis A. ROSENFELO (U.S.A.): Interpretations of the Non-Euclidean Geometry and Its Developments 
in the XIX Century and in the Beginning of the XXth Century 
ALBERTO DotJ (Spain): The Emergence of the Conciousness of the Possibility of a new Non-Euclidean 
Geometry 
JEAN CLAUDE PONT (Switzerland): Le probl6me de la consistance chez les p6res-fondateurs de la 
g6om6trie non-euclidienne 
LIVIA GIACARDi (Italy): The Spread of Non-Euclidean Geometry in Italy. A Reconstruction through 
some Unpublished Correspondence 
SAMET BAGCE (U.K.): A Study of Heuristic in the Geometrical Research of Girolamo Saccheri 
BORIS A. ROSENFELD (U.S.A.): Duality in Geometry 
10. Mathematical nd Philosophical Aspects of Probability Theory between 1800 
and 1950 
Organizers: Ivo Schneider and Marisol de Mora. 
HANS FISCHER (Germany): The Case of the Central Limit Theorem between Classical and Modem 
Probability Theory 
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MARIA CARLA GALAVOTTI (Italy): Philosophical Aspects of the Probable: A Comparison between 
Frank P. Ramsey and Bruno de Finetti 
JAN VON PLATO (Finland): How Modern Is Modern Probability? 
MARISOL DE MORA AND CARMEN ORTEGA (Spain): La teoria de la probabilidad en Espafia en su 
aplicaci6n a la Seguridad Social 
G~RARD JORLAND (France): Le principe de raison suffisante 
I 1. The Historical Role of Algebraic and Discrete Methods in Infinitesimal 
Calculus 
Organizers: Craig Fraser and H. N iels Jahnke. 
JEAN DHOMBRES (France): La m6thode fonctionnelle chez Pfaff: Une filiation leibnizienne en analyse 
alg6brique 
H. NIELS JAHNKE (Germany): Reversion of series. A historical survey 
JESPER LOTZEN (Denmark): Integration in finite terms. Liouville's changing approach 
THOMAS ARCHIBALD (Canada): From Algorithms to Existence Proofs: Approximative Methods in the 
Solution of Partial Differential Equations, 1860-1890 
CRAIG FRASER (Canada): Conceptions of the Calculus of Variations in the Nineteenth Century 
ANTONI MALET (Spain): Algebraic and Geometric Methods in James Gregory's Taylor Series 
12. Formation of Mathematical Schools in the 19th and 20th Centuries 
Organizers: Sergei Demidov and Mariano Hormigon 
THOMAS ARCHIBALD (Canada): Sur l'6cole de Weierstrass 
M. TERESA BORGATO (Italy): Giambattista Guglielmini's Scientific Correspondence 
LUIGI PEPE (Italy): The Origins of the Italian Schools of Mathematics in the Nineteenth Century 
MARTA MENGHINI (Italy): The Formation of the Italian School of Algebraic Geometry in the 19th 
Century 
CHRISTINE PHILI (Greece): L'6cole math,~matique gr~cque au XIX e et XX e si~cles 
JAROSLAV FOLTA (Czech Republic): Czech Geometrical School 
SERGEI DEMIDOV (Russia): Russian Mathematical Schools in the XIXth and the First Third of the 
XXth Centuries 
DAVID E. ROWE (Germany): The Emergence of Research Schools in the United States 
MARIANO HORMIGON (Spain): Formation of the Spanish Mathematical Community 
MARIO OTERO (Uruguay): Los origenes de la escuela matem~itica uruguaya 
CARLOS ALVAREZ (Mexico): E1 nacimiento de una nueva comunidad 
UBIRATAN D'AMBROSIO (Brazil): Formation of Mathematical Schools in the 19th and 20th Centuries 
in Brazil 
13. Mathematics in Asia 
Organizers: Karine Chemla, Dun Liu, and Chikara Sasaki 
Mathematics in Context. 
CHIKAaA SASAK~ (Japan): Asian Mathematics from Traditional to Modern 
XIAOQUN YU (China): On the Relationship between Mathematics and Numeral-Art 
QI HAN (Japan): The transmission of Western Mathematics During the Kangxi Period (1690-1722) 
and Its Influence on Chinese Mathematics 
Context and Transmission of Early Mathematics in Asia 
SHUCHUN GUO (China): A propos des Neuf chapitres sur les procedures math~rnatiques et du 
commentaire de Liu Hui 
KO-WEt LIH (Taiwan): Infinity and Incommensurability n the Jiu-Zhang System 
ALEXEI VOLKOV (Russia): Computations of ~- from Liu Hui to Zu Chongzhi 
YONG-WooN KXM (Korea): Traditional Korean Mathematics 
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Content and Development of Later Mathematics. 
KENqCm SATO (Japan): Seki Takakazu and the Beginning of Wasan 
CATHERINE JAMI (France): From Astronomy to Mathematics: Ellipses in China, 17th to 19th Centuries 
WANN-SHENG HORNG (Taiwan): Hua Hengfang (1833-1902) and His Notebook on Learning 
Mathematics Xue Suan Bi Tan 
14. Ethnomathematics, Ethnoscience, and the Recovery of World History of 
Science 
Organizers: Ubirat~in D'Ambrosio and Paulus Gerdes. 
ANTON FISTANl (Albania): Beginning of Calculating or Ritual Objects (with Special Reference to a 
Notched Stone from Upper Palaeolithic Layers, Gajtan 2, Albania) 
GEORCE GHEVERCHESE-JOSEPH (U.K.): Different Ways of Knowing: Contrasting Styles of Argument 
in Indian and Greek Mathematical Traditions 
ANURADrIA SlN~H (India): Sciences in the Jaina Tradition: Recent Reclamations 
REWA JAIN NAND LAL (India): Early Concepts of Chemistry in Jaina Canons 
ERASMUS DANXE£L PRINSLOO (SOUTH AFRICA): The Status of Explanation i African Thinking 
DOMINIQUE VELLARD (France): Numeration Systems and Colonization. A Case Study in Mali (West 
Africa) and Some Comparisons with the American Continent 
ISMAEL ABDULCARIMO (Mozambique): On the Origin of the Concept of Odd and Even in Macua 
Culture 
KAZOO SHIMOOAIRA (Japan): The Characteristic of Wasan (Japanese Mathematics, 17-19c.) 
PETER JACORS (Canada): Morphological Evidentials on the Squamish Language: Degrees of Truth 
Inherent in Squamish Statements 
WALTER S. SIZER (U.S.A.): Traditional Games of Strategy and Games of Chance in Pacific Island 
Cultures 
15. Analysis and Synthesis in Mathematics: History and Historiography, a 
Methodological Discussion 
Organizers: Michael Otte and Marco Panza. 
ABSALOM ADAM AND IAN WINCHESTER (Canada): Explanation, Understanding and Mathematical 
Proof 
MICHAEL DETLEFSEN (U.S.A.): Synthetic Proof 
MORITZ EePLE (Germany): Concrete and Abstract Argumentation i Modern Mathematics--Some 
General Hypotheses and an Example: Artin's Braid Group 
MARIO H. OTERO (Uruguay): Amilisis y sintesis egtln J. D. Gergonne 
PETRI M~ENP,~.~ (Finland): The Configurational nd Directional Interpretations of Analysis Reconciled 
PAUL ERNEST (U.K.): Dialectics in Mathematics 
MIGUEL ESPINOZA (France): Les sources de l'analyticity 
M. OTrE (Germany) AND M. PANZA (Switzerland): The Analysis/Synthesis Opposition in the Light 
of Kant's Conception of Mathematics as Working on the Universal in concreto 
CARLOS ALVAREZ (Mexico): L'Ideal analytique des math~matiques aux 18 e et 19 e si~,cles 
JAVlER ECHEVERRIA (Spain): Analysis and Synthesis as a Logic of Discovery and Invention i the 
17th Century 
GIORGIO ISRAEL (Italy): Analysis and Synthesis in Descartes' Philosophy and Mathematics 
EDITH SVLLA (U.S.A.): Jacob Bernoulli on Analysis and Synthesis 
16. Historiography of the History of Mathematics 
Organizers: Joseph Dauben and Christoph J. Scriba. 
France, Italy, and Benelux. 
JEANNE PEIFFER (France): L'histoire des math6matiques nFrance (avant 1940); Une alliance entre 
philosophie t math6matiques 
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UMBERTO BOTTAZZIN! (Italy): Mathematicians and Historians of Mathematics in Italy, 1840-1940 
BERNARD VITRAC (France): L'historiographie d s math6matiques grecques anciennes: L'exemple de 
la g6om6trie pr6-euclidienne 
Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, and Scandinavia. 
CHRISTOPH J. SCRIBA (Germany): Historiography of Mathematics in Germany: The Early Period 
MENSO FOLKERTS (Germany): Historiography of Mathematics in Germany since 1850 
ERWIN NEUENSCHWANDER (Switzerland): Historiography of Mathematics in Switzerland 
KIRSTI ANDERSEN (Denmark): Scandinavian Ideas on the History of Mathematics around the Turn 
of the Century 
Americas, Britain, Spain, and Portugal. 
JOSEPH W. DAUBEN (U.S.A.): History of Mathematics in the United States 
CRAIG FRASER (Canada): History of Mathematics in Canada 
ALEJANDRO R. GARCIADIEGO (Mexico): The History of the History of Mathematics in Mexico 
IVOR GRATTAN-GUINNESS (U.K.): Some British Eccentrics: The Historians of Mathematics in the 
British Isles 
LuIs RIBEIRO SARAIVA (Portugal): Protuguese Historians of Mathematics 
EDUARDO L. ORTIZ (U.K.): Historiography of the History of Mathematics in Spain 
Russia, Middle East, and Far East. 
SONJA BRENTJES (Germany): Historiography of Mathematics in Islam 
SERGEI DEMIDOV (Russia): History of Mathematics in the Russian Empire and U.S.S.R. 
CHIKARA SASAKI (Japan): Historians of Mathematics in Modern Japan 
DUN LIu (China): History of Mathematics in China 
49. The Transmission of Scientific Ideas, in the Field of the Exact Sciences, 
between Eastern and Western Islam in the Middle Ages 
Organizers: Edward S. Kennedy and Julio Samso. 
Presentation. 
LUTZ RICHTER-BERNBURG (Germany): The Arrival of Eastern Islamic Exact Sciences to al- Andalus 
MERC~ VILADRICH (Spain): The Zij al-Mumtahan i  al-Andalus 
JULIO SAMSO (Spain): AI-Biruni in in al-Andalus 
MIQUEL FORCADA (Spain): A New Andalusian Astronomical Source of the 4th/10th Century 
DAVID PINGREE (U.S.A.): The Survival of Indian Astronomy in al-Andalus 
Mathematical Astronomy and Astrology. 
EDWARD S. KENNEDY (U.S.A.): The Transmission of Astrological Doctrines between East and West 
RAYMOND MERCIER (U.K.): Accession and Recession: Reconstruction of the Parameters 
MERC~ COMES (Spain): AI-Zarqalluh's Trepidation Models in al-Andalus and the North of Africa 
Computers and Astronomical Tables. 
BEPO VAN DALEN (The Netherlands): Transmission of Astronomical Parameter Values from East to 
West 
GLEN VAN BRUMMELEN (Canada): A Statistical Method to Analyze the Transmission of Astronomical 
Tables 
HONORINO MIELGO (Spain): An Analysis Method for Mean Motion Astronomical Tables 
Astronomical Instruments. 
DAVID A. KING (Germany): On the Importance of Medieval Astronomical Instruments 
ROSER PUIG (Spain): On the Oriental Sources of Ibn al-Zarqalluh's Orthographic Projection 
SREERAMULA R. SARMA (India): The Zarqali Astrolabe by Diya'al-Din Muhammad and the Sanskrit 
Manual on Its Use Composed at the Court of Sawai Jai Singh 
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EMILIA CALVO (Spain): The solar model in Ibn al-Ha'im's al-Zij al-kamilfi-l-taOalim 
SAMI CnALHOUB (Syria): Les cadrans entre AI-Marakushi et Sibt EI-Mardini 
Mathematics. 
JACQUES SESIANO (Switzerland): L'Alg6bre d'Abu Kamil ~t l'Ouest 
RICHARD LORCH (Germany): Maslama al-Majriti and Thabit's Treatise on al-shakl al-qatta 
JAN P. HOGENDIJK (The Netherlands): AI-Mu'taman's transformation of the sections in lbn al- 
Haytham's Kitab al-Manazir 
Conclusion. 
JUAN VERNET (Spain): Consid6rations g6n6rales autour de la transmission des sciences exactes au 
Moyen Age 
50. The Roman College: Transmission of  Science 
Organizers: Luce Giard and Robert S. Westman. 
LOCE GIARD (France): The Debate about Natural Philosophy and Mathematics atthe Collegio Romano 
(1570-1620): A Survey of Historical Scholarship after 1975 
UGO BALDINI (Italy): The Academy of Mathematics in the Collegio Romano 
W. R. LAmD (Canada): The Jesuits and the Middle Sciences 
RIvgA FELDHAY (Israel): The Hermeneutics of Heaven: Christopher Scheiner's Letters on Sunspots 
ROBERT S. WESTMAN (U.S.A.): Jesuit Views on Astrology at the Collegio Romano 
ROMANO GATTO (Italy): The Contribution of Neapolitan Jesuits to the Scientific Debate in the XVIth 
and XVllth Centuries 
ANTONELLA ROMANO (France): Le role du Collegio Romano dans la diffusion des math6matiques b. 
travers les provinces jesuites: L'exemple fran~ais (environ 1560-1610) 
MICnELE CAMEROTA (Italy): I gesuiti e l'Universitb~ di Cagliari nella prima met~ del XVII secolo 
52. Scientific Journals in the 19th and 20th Centuries: Problems in the History 
of  Science 
Organizers: H616ne Gispert and E. Neuenschwander. 
E. NEUENSCHWANDER (Switzerland): Mathematical Journals: Their Origins and Development 
MICHEL ATTEN (France): Une nouveaut6 ditoriale au XIX e si6cle: Les Annales T~l(graphiques, 
1855-1899, un journal technique t scientifique sp6cialis6 en 61ectricit6 
ROMAN DUDA (Poland): Fundamenta Mathematicae--Its Role in the Development of Topology and 
the Polish Mathematical School 
REINHARD SIEGMUND-ScHuLTZE (Germany): The Decline of the Jahrbuch iiber die Fortschritte der 
Mathematik n the Third Reich 
MARIE-Jos~ DURAND-RICHARD (France): L'impact des travaux de l'6cole alg6brique anglaise dans 
les journaux scientifiques autour de 1830 
G. FENAROL1, F. FURINGHETTI, AND A. SOMAGLIA (Italy): Elementary Mathematics and the Teaching 
of Mathematics in Italian Mathematical Journals in the Second Half of the 19th Century 
G. FENAROLi, F. FURINGHETTI, AND A. SOMAGLIA (Italy): Articles, Books and Treatises Concerning 
Probability in Italy in Late XIX Century and Beginning of XX Century 
HI~Lt~NE GISPERT (France): La thforie des ensembles dans la presse math6matique fran~aise au d6but 
du XX e si6cle: Enjeux et contraintes d'un nouveau domaine 
MARTINA LORENZ (Germany): The Uses of Physical Knowledge in the Enlightenment: Writers on 
Physics in the German Middlebrow Press 
LuBos Novv (Czech Republic): Le r61e des journaux math6matiques dans la collaboration 
internationale avant 1870 
EDUARDO L. ORTIZ (U.K.): The Role of Intermediate Mathematical Journals, 1870-1915, in the 
Structuring of an International Mathematical Community 
RENATE TOBIES (Germany): Foreign Authors' Articles in German Mathematical Journals 
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ESTHER ROYO AND ELENA AUSEJO (Spain): New Data on Spanish Scientific Periodicals in the 19th 
Century 
54. The Edition of Collected Papers 
Organizers: Heinz-Jiirgen Hess and Fritz Nagel 
Long-Standing Editions. 
J. G. O'HARA (Germany): A Classical Complete Edition in the Tradition of Dilthey: The Leibniz 
Academy Edition 
FRITZ NAGEL (Germany): An Edition of the Collected Works of a Family of Mathematicians and 
Physicists: The Bernoulli-Edition Basel 
KARL VON MEYENN (Germany): Die Edition der Collected Papers of Albert Einstein 
New Projects. 
JEANNE PEIFFER (France): Pr6sentation de l'edition des CEuvres completes de D'Alembert 
JOELLA YODER (U.S.A.): Completing the (Euvres completes of Christiaan Huygens 
CLARA SILVIA ROERO (Italy): Manuscripts and Letters Concerning the Leibnizian Calculus in Italy 
from 1700 to 1750. Collection for Possible Critical Editions 
BRUCE WHEATON (U.S.A.): Inventory of Sources for History of Twentieth-Century Physics 
Round Table with Presentation. 
H.-J. HESS (Germany): Editorial Ruins: How New Technologies Threaten the Editorial Goal 
SC IENT IF IC  SECT IONS 
M1,  M2.  Ancient and Medieval Mathematics 
Organizers: Sonja Brentjes and Jean Cassinet. 
VICENTE LmRN CARRION (Spain): Arist6xeno versus Pit,'igoras: Dos criterios matem~ticos para la 
afinaci6n musical 
SABETAI UNGURU (Israel): On the synthetic geometric haracter of Apollonius's Conica 
KEN SAITO (Japan): Hippocrates of Chios's reduction of cube duplication 
NmvEs MARTINEZ DE LA ESCALERA (Mexico): Un problema fiejo: La duplicaci6n del cubo 
LIMA (Sweden): The Rule of False: Early Applications and Conjectured Transmissions 
MOHAMED SOulSSl (Tunisia): La trisection de l'angle et le calcul du c6t6 de l'ennragone, chez al- 
Biruni (972-1048) 
MOUSTAFA MAWAEDI (Syria): Mrthode des deux erreurs de Kamal AI-Din AI-Farisi 
MOHAMED SOUISSI (Tunisia): La mrthode des plateaux ou de double fausse supposition; Son utilisation 
par l'rcole mathrmatique maghrrbine t par Lronard de Pise 
SHUNTARO ITO (Japan): New light on a Sicilian translator of the 12th century 
IHSAN FAZLIOGLU (Turkey): XIVth century Muslim mathematician Ibn iil-Khawwfi.m and his work 
aI-Fawd*idal-Bahriyya fi'l-Qaw~id aI-Hisabiyya 
SONJA BRENTJES (Germany): Hypotheses concerning Arabic manuscripts of the Elements 
EVGENY ZAITSEV (Russia): An Interplay between Early Medieval Mathematics and Technology 
JEAN CASSINET (France): Le manuscrit XXVI de Cesena, important maillon de transmission de 
l'algorisme au 15 e si/:cle 
M4-M5,  M6-M7 Mathematics 
Organizers: Luis Espafiol, Christian Gilain, Javier Lorenzo, and Silvia Mazzone. 
SALVADOR LOPEZ ARNAL (Spain): Las consideraciones metodol6gicas del Analysis Geometrica de 
Antonio Hugo de Omerique 
